
J 
Jaw: noun: bone of the mouth that enables biting and 
chewing; a seizing mechanism 

Bones in Rake's Meadow 

Fremont- Winema National Forest 

I was practically inside the rib cage of a cow skeleton 
before I realized it was stretched before me, huge and 
horrible. Sedges and grasses had grown thick through 
the vertebrae and between the ribs, concealing the bones 
well. Now I could see the whole skeleton: stretched on 
its back, ribs curved up and around like barrel staves, 
one leg poised straight up as if the beast had died beg
ging for a belly rub. The long neck twisted to the edge 
of snapping from the skull's weight, and two enormous 
jawbones opened to the sky. 

Jack Creek had chunks of ice puzzle-pieced around the 
sedges that morning. The creek stayed cold, hunkered 
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down in the long morning shadows. It seemed like the 
first morning ever in the meadow; the sun was eager 
and warm, and juncos burst back and forth between a 
downed log and some old pines. Two flickers skidded 
and foraged. 

September is miserly with color in Rake's Meadow. 
There is green—the sedges and rushes and grasses. The 
pumice earth is a light, clean ochre, beautiful but merci
less; not everything can grow in it. There are occasional 
flecks of lavender, the purple aster, and a much less oc
casional deep yellow, a monkeyflower down on the wet 
bank. Dead and downed trees, the ones that seem they 
will crack and burn as you stare, shimmer a gray-silver. 

And the white bones. Cow, deer, and elk bones. Fe
murs, vertebrae, and skulls lay scattered, bleached and 
brilliant, looking out of place, forgotten. Later, I found 
a small half jawbone—fawn, or coyote. I felt its smooth 
scrubbed dove shape with my fingers, my palms. I 
thought about the fact that millions of years sculpted 
that jawbone, and that millions of jawbones lie around 
in meadows, under trees, at the bottoms of canyons and 
rivers. I wondered what it meant to love a place. Do we 
love a place for itself, or because we see parts of ourselves 
in it? Rib, belly, burst. Miser, mercy, shimmer. I looked at 
the broken bone, now terrible, now beautiful. I jiggled 
each tooth and put it in my pocket. 

-Ellen Santasiero 
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